INSTALL
INSTRUCTIONS
First, thank you for ordering your
CTS-V bracket kit from CTSV Brake
Swap LLC. We hope you enjoy your
new brakes!
Please read the entire instructions
before you begin your install.
DISCLAIMER- These are suggested
install instruction and we are not
responsible for any injuries or broken
parts or tools during this install
process.

Begin by removing
your existing brake
caliper, rotor, and
brake line. You should
be all the way down
to you hub.

Take the provided M14 x 2.0
tap and tap the BOTTOM caliper
bolt hole that is closest to the
ground. Be very careful to make
sure the tap goes in straight or
the bracket will not line up
properly. After you completed
tapping the hole insert one of the
M14 bolts to ensure the bolt fits
properly.

Next position the bracket and caliper up against the
knuckle. The extended section on the bracket will be
positioned below the caliper holes and the biggest hole
will go where the tapped hole is. And on the caliper the
bleeders will face the floor and the hole for the brake
line will be facing upwards. (don’t worry you will move
the bleeders to the top location later) Next bolt the
caliper to the bracket. Tighten the extended section to
the caliper lightly then align the other bolt hole. Take a
marker and mark the raised area of the bracket with
the larger hole. Take a dremel tool or something
similar and grind the area pictured to make clearance
for the knuckle. Test fit the caliper on the knuckle with
the bracket. Do not torque down the bolts, just hand
tighten. If the caliper still doesn’t fit continue to grind
the area until it fits properly.

Now that you have fitted the caliper and
bracket to the knuckle properly, remove
them and install the 350z 12.75” rotor.
Hand tighten 2 or 3 lug nuts to help keep
the rotor in place.

Next take the M14 bolt and
start to thread the bracket
onto your knuckle. Only
hand tighten it, do not
torque it down yet. Also
slide in two of the M12
bolts into the other holes.
Make sure there are
washers between the bolt
head and bracket.
Before bolting the caliper on make sure to take
one of the M12 washers and put it on the top bolt
between the caliper and knuckle. Now hand
tighten the two M12 bolts onto the caliper. Once
the caliper is snug against the bracket and
knuckle you can torque down the M14 bolt first
then the two M12 bolts.
Now install the pads, pins, and clips just as you
would on a CTS-V. You can also attach your brake
lines now. (300zx’s require banjo bolt style 240sx
lines)
Before bleeding your brakes make sure to swap
the bleeders and crossover lines so the bleeders
are on the top. You must do this so your brakes
will bleed properly. (this is not shown in the
picture)

